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We’re Walkin’ on Sunshine
Take your Menu on a Trip to the Tropics

Summer is the time for tropical fruit. North American apples, berries, 

and oranges have their moments, but there is just something about 

Southeast Asia and Caribbean fruits that best spread the sunshine vibes. 

Here are 3 of the top tropical fruits to play with on your menu this 

season.

Dragon Fruit
Flavor profile: Moderately sweet and a mix 

between a kiwi, watermelon, and pear

Seasonality: Summer and early fall

Dragon fruit works beautifully in a semifreddo for dessert, can be 

diced and incorporated into a winter salsa, or is perfect for adorning 

seared scallops. It can also be cooked down with cranberries and 

served as a compote on the side of grilled or roasted meat. Basically, 

anywhere you want a pop of dramatically speckled fruit, this exotic 

produce is your friend! 

pineapple
Flavor profile: Sugary sweet and mild acidity

Seasonality: Late spring to early summer

Whether added to a favorite barbeque sauce recipe, or muddled 

with oil, garlic, onion, and herbs, pineapple transforms grilled, 

roasted, fried, or broiled proteins. Its high acid and sugar content 

makes for perfect marinades and tenderizers for meat. Saving half 

of your marinade and adding extra chopped pineapple to the batch 

doubles as a bright, fresh sauce to spoon on top. Fresh pineapples 

are also sturdy enough for summer grilling. Picture slices glazed with 

habanero and cilantro marinade and imprinted with classic, smoky 

grill marks. 

rambutan
Flavor profile: Sweet, aromatic, and acidic

Seasonality: Late June to August, early 

December to January

Despite the thick and spiky exterior, rambutan is fairly straightfor-

ward to eat. Simply cut or bite a small tear in the prickly skin, tear 

the fruit apart and peel one side off, then pop out the flesh and enjoy! 

Just avoid the large seed in the middle. Rambutans are richer, sweeter, 

juicier, and more floral. This makes them perfect in cocktails, fruit 

salads, and as additions to raw salsas and sauces. 
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Whether stripped of their kernels or served right on the cob, corn is a blank canvass ready to accommodate all of 

your spicy whims and buttery dreams. Compound butter with miso, chili paste, and lime zest is especially incredible 

for slathering fresh corn cobs after they come off the grill. 

Season of Sweet Corn
How We’re Cooking this Classic Staple

There is nothing more perfect than fresh, seasonal, perfectly sweet 

summer corn. Sure, the frozen stuff works in a pinch, but nothing 

compares to the real deal. 

to husk or not to husk?

Corn is also totally lovely eaten raw. Just strip those beautiful, crunchy, sweet kernels right off the cob and throw 

them directly into chopped salads, slaws, and garnishes. Fresh sweet corn also makes the most earth-shatteringly 

delicious polenta ever. Super sweet corn is also unpredictably delicious in dessert! Corn custard, corn ice cream, even 

corn cakes are super on-trend this year and will set your menu a part. Try pairing corn desserts with fresh, seasonal 

fruit like strawberries, or drizzled in golden honey.

Speaking of grilling, some prefer to grill corn out of the husk to get nice char marks on the kernels, but you can 

also just throw the whole thing, husk in-tact, right onto the grill. The result is more of a steamed effect. Just make 

sure to soak those husks for a few minutes to make sure they don’t become a fire hazard!

Dinner Then dessert

• Choose sweet corn with a tight husk that is relatively easy to pull apart. If you squeeze one of the kernels with 

your thumb, it should pop easily and release some juice. Don’t bother with corn that looks dried out or bare at 

the tip.

• For the easiest de-cob cutting method, hold a husked ear vertically in a bowl, and run a sharp serrated knife 

down it’s length. Use the back of the knife to scrape upwards against the kernels to release extra corn sugars.

• Pair cooked sweet corn with just about anything! Citrus, rich meats, salty cheeses, stone fruit, and fresh herbs! 
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Don’t Sweat the Summer Heat
Give Peppers the Spotlight they Deserve 

Regardless of heat level, peppers are a mainstay in the warm months. 

They form the base of mirepoix and sofritos that elevate our sauces and 

soups, fill out our fajitas, and get stuffed with everything from sausage 

to rice. Bells, shishitos, and banana peppers are on the more mild side 

of the heat spectrum (otherwise known as the Scoville scale), so they are 

incredibly adaptable. 
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shishito
Flavor profile: Mild to spicy hot with sweet 

and vegetal nuances

Seasonality: Peak season in summer

Classically, shishitos are fire-roasted in a grill basket or in an ex-

tremely hot cast iron pan until they blister and burn. They can be 

eaten raw like any pepper, but they are more fun to use in recipes 

when they are cooked. Try making an heirloom tomato and shishito 

pepper gazpacho with feta cheese and olives for a light, summery 

appetizer. 

banana
Flavor profile: Sweet, mild, and tangy

Seasonality: Peak season in summer

Banana peppers seem always to come in a jar, pickled enough to cut 

through the rich cheese that tops your pizza. But they are so much 

more! Try a take on classic ratatouille with banana peppers. They will 

lend a bit more acidity and interest than bells. Banana peppers are 

also perfect for stuffing because of their tubular shape. Try a chicken, 

cheese, and corn masa filling for a creative take on tamales.

bell
Flavor profile: Sweet and bitterness 

based on color (less sweet/more bitter 

green to sweetest red)

Seasonality: Best harvest times in late 

summer and fall

Bell peppers, the sweetest variety, are the most ubiquitous, and are 

present in just about every cuisine that’s worth a menu mention. 

Try roasting bell peppers over high flames until their flesh is totally 

charred, seal them in a paper bag for 10 minutes to allow the black 

bits to steam away from the tender flesh inside. Peel away the skin, 

and reveal super sweet, smokey flesh that can be used in everything 

from posole, to tacos, to middle eastern dips like muhamarra. 



Stephanie Goldfarb is a Chicago-based chef and national food 

television personality specializing in seasonal, globally-inspired 

cuisine. Recognized as the winner of Food Network’s America’s 

Best Cook competition, and a celebrity chef on Kitchen Inferno 

and NBC’s Food Fighters, Goldfarb delivers unique and relatable 

culinary experiences to discriminating and casual diners alike. 

As the owner of the successful Seven Species Supper Club & 

Catering, she enjoys the challenge of building brand new menus 

each month that inspire both repeat clients and newcomers, and 

seeks opportunities to utilize new ingredients, techniques, and 

approaches in accessible ways.
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